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Drake and josh smart girl full episode

Returning to video correspondence subtitles and editing activity editing activity in an attempt to woo a smart girl, Drake joins the school's academic staff. To keep his cover, he and Josh hatched a scheme whereby Drake gets the answers through a Talkie Talkie. Plot summary | Add a guide to parents summary: add content advice to parents » Editing during
the academic competition scene, one of the questions is who was the youngest president to hold office? They said the correct answer was Theodore Roosevelt when in reality it was John F Kennedy. See more » Josh Nichols: I don't know Drake, all this cheating makes me feel... Dirty. Well, take a shower when you get home. See more » I found a way
written by Drake Bell and Michael Corcoran performed by Drake Bell See more » Editing in: Episodes, Season 2, Season 2 Episodes Comments Share Smart Girl is the sixth episode of the second season of Drake &amp; Josh. It aired on April 25, 2004. Plot Drake joins the academic staff at the school to impress a girl he loves who has intellectual interests.
He competes in the academic bowl while Josh reluctantly feeds him information through radio, but then Josh's radio frequency interferes with a joint fast-food broadcast, causing the other team to score points. Also, Josh is tired of Megan's pranks and tries to stretch her back but fails every time. In the end, Drake knows the answer to the question: Name three
of the six noble gases from what Josh taught him. Worst of all, they get up from the kitchen chairs and be glued by Megan, followed by Josh's scream. The episode title trivia is probably a fake from the smart guy show Audrey Parker-Nicholas and Walter Nichols didn't appear in this episode but Drake mentioned Audrey when he says he's going to tell about
Megan for her pranks. Josh mentioned Walter when Drake asks whose dirty laundry it is. On Drake's date with Michelle, Michelle mentioned George Dottie. George Dottie IV is the producer along with Dan Schneider. The Academic Bowl host is played by Lane Napper, who played Andy in The Really Big Shrimp, Ernie in iCarly Park, iWas a Pageant Girl and
had a recurring role as Blaine Alexander in Victory. All of these programs were created by Dan Schneider. Josh asks Drake if he wants to play gamesphere. Josh's Grammy bought him the GameSphere in the previous episode of the bet. This is the second appearance for Craig Ramirez and Erik Belonovic. They appeared in the previous episode Shark Pool
after Drake suggested they play pool. Stupid Josh seemed to be sleeping on the couch, but in the pilot, he said he couldn't sleep on the couch because he was having problems with his death. However, he could find a solution to these problems. When Josh pours the cannons into the red balloon trying to catch Megan, at first he pours ink in the balloon, but
when he explains to Drake about getting Megan, if you look closely when he holds the balloon, you Seeing that's not true at all, it's actually water inside the balloon or maybe Josh mixed ink and water together. Episodes Season 2 Season 2 Episodes Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Important: You should only upload
photos that you have created yourself or are expressly authorized or authorized to upload them explicitly. By clicking Publish, you acknowledge that the image is fully compliant with the TV.com Terms of Use and that you own all or have permission to upload the image. Please read the following steps before uploading don't upload anything you don't own or
have a full license to upload. Images should not contain sexually explicit content, race hate material or other offensive symbols or images. Remember: Abusing the TV.com may cause you to be prevented from uploading photos or from the entire site – so, play nice and respect the rules! Important Page 2: You should only upload photos that you have created
yourself or that you are expressly authorized or authorized to upload explicitly. By clicking Publish, you acknowledge that the image is fully compliant with the TV.com Terms of Use and that you own all or have permission to upload the image. Please read the following steps before uploading don't upload anything you don't own or have a full license to
upload. Images should not contain sexually explicit content, race hate material or other offensive symbols or images. Remember: Abusing the TV.com may cause you to be prevented from uploading photos or from the entire site – so, play nice and respect the rules! Rules!
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